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ABSTRACT

**Background:** Implementation of clinical practice guidelines into daily care is hampered by a variety of barriers related to professional knowledge and collaboration in teams and organizations. To improve guideline concordance by changing the clinical decision-making behavior of professionals, computerized decision support (CDS) has been shown to be one of the most effective instruments. However, to address barriers at the organizational level, additional interventions are needed. Continuous monitoring and systematic improvement of quality are increasingly used to achieve change at this level in complex health care systems. The study aims to assess the effectiveness of a web-based quality improvement (QI) system with indicator-based performance feedback and educational outreach visits to overcome organizational barriers for guideline concordance in multidisciplinary teams in the field of cardiac rehabilitation (CR).

**Methods:** A multicenter cluster-randomized trial with a balanced incomplete block design will be conducted in 18 Dutch CR clinics using an electronic patient record with CDS at the point of care. The intervention consists of (i) periodic performance feedback on quality indicators for CR and (ii) educational outreach visits to support local multidisciplinary QI teams focusing on systematically improving the care they provide. The intervention is supported by a web-based system which provides an overview of the feedback and facilitates development and monitoring of local QI plans. The primary outcome will be concordance to national CR guidelines with respect to the CR needs assessment and therapy indication procedure. Secondary outcomes are changes in performance of CR clinics as measured by structure, process and outcome indicators, and changes in practice variation on these indicators. We will also conduct a qualitative process evaluation (concept-mapping methodology) to assess experiences from participating CR clinics and to gain insight into factors which influence the implementation of the intervention.

**Discussion:** To our knowledge, this will be the first study to evaluate the effect of providing performance feedback with a web-based system that incorporates underlying QI concepts. The results may contribute to improving CR in the Netherlands, increasing knowledge on facilitators of guideline implementation in multidisciplinary health care teams and identifying success factors of multifaceted feedback interventions.
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BACKGROUND

Concordance to clinical practice guidelines can improve patient outcomes, reduce practice variation, and reduce costs of health care [1-3]. However, implementation of guidelines into daily care is hindered by a variety of barriers related to decision-making behavior of health care professionals and collaboration in teams and organizations [4]. An electronic patient record (EPR) information system with computerized decision support (CDS) functionalities was previously developed to stimulate guideline implementation in cardiac rehabilitation (CR) in the Netherlands [5,6]. Although the CDS system was effective in improving concordance with the guidelines recommendations, there remained a considerable non-concordance due to organizational constraints (e.g., lack of time or resources) [7]. Therefore, we hypothesize that guideline implementation with CDS systems directed at professionals may be more powerful if used in conjunction with other interventions directed at the decision-making processes at the organizational level [8]. This paper describes the design of an evaluation study of a multifaceted intervention combining indicator-based performance feedback and educational outreach visits to improve guideline implementation in a context of multidisciplinary CR teams working with an EPR with CDS already.

The problem: persisting external barriers to guideline implementation

Poor concordance to clinical practice guidelines is due to various barriers that professionals may face when they try to incorporate practice guidelines into daily care. An often-used classification of those barriers is the division into internal and external barriers [9]. Internal barriers relate to professional knowledge of, and attitudes towards, the guidelines. For instance, professionals may not be familiar with the details of a guideline or may disagree with its recommendations. However, because health care professionals often work within complex organizations, appropriate knowledge and attitudes of professionals are necessary but not sufficient to implement guidelines. Professionals may also encounter external barriers which hamper their ability to execute guideline recommendations. These barriers concern environmental factors related to the organization or health system professional work in, such as a lack of resources. External barriers also include barriers related to patients (e.g., patients may refuse therapies) and to the guidelines themselves (e.g., ambiguities, omissions, and contradictions).

Of the different implementation strategies to overcome barriers to guideline implementation (e.g., education, outreach visits, CDS, and reminders [10]), those providing patient-specific recommendations at the time and place where professionals make clinical decisions are most likely to be effective [2]. A recent systematic review and meta-analysis demonstrated that, in general, CDS increases the chance that recommended therapies are actually prescribed by 57% (odds ratio 1.57; 95% confidence interval 1.35 to 1.82) [11]. In individual trials, however, CDS is not always effective. A systematic review in the area of chronic disease management (including CR) shows that CDS led to significant improvements in the process of care in only 25 out 48 trials (52%) [12]. Attempts to identify critical success factors for CDS systems have
provided inconsistent results, and it seems likely that these factors are highly dependent on the time and context of the intervention [13]. Overall, this seems to suggest that CDS is an effective instrument to overcoming internal barriers (i.e., related to clinical decision-making of professionals) to guideline implementation. However, external barriers are probably not addressed by CDS interventions.

This phenomenon that barriers faced by front-line professionals do not reach their managers and policy makers was also described by Tucker and Edmondson [14]. Clinicians may not be familiar with underlying concepts to address external barriers [15] and often lack time to be actively involved in activities other than patient care. This makes successfully overcoming external barriers a challenging endeavor. Therefore, we hypothesize that besides CDS, additional interventions are needed to also address external barriers related to decision-making processes at the organizational level of the health care clinic professional work in.

Solving the problem: overcoming external barriers by providing a quality improvement intervention with performance feedback and outreach visits

A common approach to changing complex organizations is systematic quality improvement (QI), which focuses on improving an organization’s underlying processes. It relies on data from health care professionals’ own setting and encourages working in multidisciplinary QI teams. The teams’ performance should guide them in improving their practice by the plan-do-study-act (PDSA) cycle, a part of the Model for Improvement [16] (see Figure 1). Performance feedback is a crucial element within the plan and the study step in the PDSA cycle. Quality indicators—i.e., quantitative measures to monitor and evaluate the quality of health care processes that affect patient outcomes [17]—commonly serve as a basis for the feedback. The assumption is that it prompts professionals to change their behavior if they see that their practice does not meet benchmark values (e.g., national target values or average performance within a peer group). A recent Cochrane review on the effect of audit and feedback reported a median absolute increase in compliance with desired practice of +4.3% (interquartile range (IQR) 0.5% to 16%) on dichotomous measures (e.g., proportion of patients adhering to their therapy plan) and +1.3% (IQR 1.3% to 28.9%) on continuous measures (e.g., time between referral and intake).

The reviewers suggested audit and feedback to be most effective if provided by a supervisor or colleague, more than once, both verbally and in writing, if baseline performance is low, and if it includes explicit targets and an action plan. Furthermore, the effect of indicator-based performance feedback is likely to be stronger when it is combined with educational meetings, directed towards actively involving care professionals in the improvement process [17].
Based on the literature on feedback, we hypothesize that complementing CDS with a performance feedback and outreach visit intervention might be an effective way to involve front-line professionals and their managers together in overcoming external barriers to improve their practice. This matches the conclusion of a substantial proportion (although not all) of systematic reviews concerning the effectiveness of different guideline-implementation interventions [10,18-21]. They indicate that effective strategies often have multiple components and that the use of single-component strategies is less effective [21]. Change is possible, but generally requires comprehensive approaches at different levels (doctor, team practice, hospital, wider environment), tailored to specific settings and target groups [20].

**Aim and objective**

Given the positive effect of CDS on decision-making behavior of health care professionals but the remaining practice variation caused by organizational barriers, the development and assessment of an intervention tailored to external barriers to change are necessary. This study aims to intervene on factors influencing the implementation of guidelines at the organizational level in a setting where an existing CDS is used to guide professional decisions. We hypothesize that a web-based QI system with indicator-based performance feedback and educational outreach visits to multidisciplinary care teams will overcome the organizational constraints for changes needed to improve guideline concordance [22]. Table 1 describes the motivation of the elements included in the developed multifaceted intervention based on both the literature and from earlier studies performed in the field of CR by our research group.
To stimulate the implementation of the Dutch CR Guidelines, an EPR with CDS functionalities named CARDSS (cardiac rehabilitation decision support system) was previously developed [5]. After entering patient data, CARDSS provides its users with a patient-specific, guideline-based rehabilitation program, consisting of recommended rehabilitation goals and therapies. The effect of the system was evaluated in a cluster-randomized trial in 21 CR clinics, which showed that the system increased concordance to the CR guideline: CR professionals using the system better adapted the CR therapy to patients’ needs [7]. Data from the same trial however pointed out that there remained to exist a large variation in CR practice across clinics. For instance, the percentage of patients participating in exercise training varied from 41% in one clinic to 100% in another and the percentage of patients participating in education and counseling programs varied from 39% to 96%.

After the trial a qualitative study was conducted to investigate which barriers were reduced and which barriers persisted after introduction of the CDS system [8]. Results from semi-structured interviews with 29 CR professionals showed that the system succeeded in overcoming professional knowledge barriers. For instance, professionals were more aware of the need to use objective instruments to assess patients’ needs and of the therapy decision rules as described in the guidelines. However, two remaining barriers for guideline concordance frequently mentioned were organizational and guideline-related barriers; both can be classified as external barriers according to Cabana et al [9].

To overcome guideline-related barriers, the clinical algorithm for assessing patient needs in CR was revised [23]. We combined patient data collected by CARDSS and input from academic and practical experts. Assessment of patient needs based on clinical judgment was found to be a source of practice variation and was therefore avoided in the revised algorithm by adding several standardized assessment instruments.

To address the remaining organizational-related barriers, a once-only benchmark-feedback loop was introduced in a pilot study in 21 clinics [22]. Data from the CDS system at different clinics were collected, stored in a central data registry, and used to generate paper feedback reports with benchmark information for each of the clinics. The reports aimed to steer discussions in team meetings, encouraging them to formulate QI plans. Although the reports were positively received by the clinics, many were unable to create time to discuss and actually act upon the report.

For providing quality feedback to CR clinics, we developed a national preliminary set of quality indicators. This was performed in close collaboration with an expert (representatives from all disciplines involved in CR) and patient panel using a modified Rand method [24]. Within this method, results from both panels were combined with results from a literature search and guideline review in an extensive rating and consensus procedure. Table 2 shows the final set including 18 quality indicators regarding guideline concordance (e.g., complete data collection during needs assessment) and other quality aspects perceived relevant by both panels (e.g., patients participate in satisfaction research). Based on user experiences during this trial, we aim to select a subset of quality indicators to be rolled out on a national level.
The key objective of the study is to assess the effectiveness of a web-based QI system with periodic performance feedback on quality indicators for CR and educational outreach visits to multidisciplinary QI teams to overcome organizational barriers for guideline concordance in the field of CR in the Netherlands. Primary outcome will be the impact of our intervention on concordance to the national CR guidelines (concerning CR needs assessment and therapy indication procedure). Secondary outcomes are changes in performance of CR clinics measured by changes in structure, process, and outcome indicators for CR and changes in practice variation on these indicators. A qualitative process evaluation (concept-mapping methodology) will be used to assess experiences from participating CR clinics and to gain insight into factors which influence implementation of the intervention. The results of this study can be used by those involved in QI of the CR care in the Netherlands. More in general, our study results may contribute to a better understanding of factors that influence the implementation of practice guidelines and can be used to set up multifaceted guideline implementation programs in other fields of health care.

METHODS

Study design
The effect of the intervention will be evaluated in a multicenter cluster-randomized study with a balanced (2 × 2) incomplete block design. Cluster-randomization is chosen to avoid contamination among professionals within the same clinic [25]. During the trial, clinics will be divided into two study arms (A and B). Using the multidisciplinary character of CR treatment, each arm will receive the intervention (a web-based QI system with feedback and educational outreach visits) directed at one out of the two domains described in the CR guidelines [26]. Clinics allocated in arm A will receive the intervention directed at improving guideline concordance for the psychosocial domain, clinics in arm B for the physical domain (see Figure 2 for an overview of the study flow). In this way, both study arms will serve as each other’s control. For all participating clinics, the study period is 1 year.

Clinical setting: cardiac rehabilitation in the Netherlands
The study will take place in Dutch CR clinics that already work with an EPR with CDS at the point of care. CR is a therapy provided by multidisciplinary care teams to support heart patients recover from a cardiac incident or intervention, and aims to improve their physical and psychological condition [27-31]. CR is recommended for all patients who have been hospitalized for an acute coronary syndrome (ACS) and for those who have undergone coronary revascularization (coronary artery bypass graft surgery [CABG] or percutaneous coronary interventions [PCI]) or valvular surgery [32,33]. Recent studies show that CR is also beneficial for patients with other chronic cardiovascular conditions such as stable angina pectoris (AP) and chronic heart failure (CHF) and for subjects with a high risk for developing cardiovascular disease [34]. A recent meta-analysis shows consistent evidence of the effectiveness of exercise-based and multimodal
CR clinics assessed for eligibility (electronically collecting the items of the minimal dataset)

Stratification (based on average number of patients starting CR per month)

Block randomization

Allocation to intervention arm A

Baseline measurement

Receiving multifaceted guideline implementation intervention directed at the psychosocial domain:
- Patient education
- Quality of life
- Lifestyle change therapy (e.g., physical activity)

Including (in addition to CDS):
- Feedback reports
- Outreach visits
Both interventions are supported by a web-based QI system (CARDSS Online) which provides an overview of the feedback and facilitates development and monitoring of local QI plans.

Follow-up measurements and attuning QI plan by local QI team (three times)

Process evaluation

Allocation to intervention arm B

Baseline measurement

Receiving multifaceted guideline implementation intervention directed at the physical domain:
- Exercise training and physical activity
- Relaxation and stress management
- Cardiovascular risk factors
- Work resumption

Including (in addition to CDS):
- Feedback reports
- Outreach visits
Both interventions are supported by a web-based QI system (CARDSS Online) which provides an overview of the feedback and facilitates development and monitoring of local QI plans.

Follow-up measurements and attuning QI plan by local QI team (three times)

Process evaluation

Figure 2 – Study flow.
(e.g., psychosocial and stress management) CR interventions with regard to mortality and prevention of future cardiac events (relative-risk reduction 21–47%) [35]. CR teams usually include cardiologists, physical therapists, nurses, psychologists, dieticians, social workers, and rehabilitation physicians. It has proven to be cost-effective in different economic evaluations conducted in North America and Europe [29]. However, in many Western countries, CR services are under-utilized and poorly standardized and do not follow the available scientific evidence [36]. A recent study in the Netherlands shows that only a minority of patients eligible for CR actually receive it [37]. The CR uptake rate was 28.5% among patients with an ACS and/or intervention. From these, patients who underwent CABG or valve surgery had the highest uptake rate (58.7%) and patients with an ACS without an intervention had the lowest uptake rate (9.8%) [37].

Context: the use of CDS in participating CR clinics
All participating CR clinics use an EPR with CDS based on the most recent version of the CR guidelines [26]. The CDS provides advice on a patient-tailored rehabilitation program based on the needs assessment procedure. This procedure requires gathering 80 to 130 data items concerning the patient's health status and rehabilitation needs. A clinical algorithm describing a branching logic to assess the data is part of the guidelines [38]. The rehabilitation program can contain four possible group-based therapies: exercise training (optimize exercise capacity with physical restrictions); education therapy (about consequences of the patient's disease); lifestyle change therapy (risk-related behavioral adjustment); relaxation and stress management training (learning to manage tension in daily practice); and if needed, different forms of individual therapy (e.g., by psychologists). During the needs assessment procedure, the CDS advice can immediately be discussed with the patient to set the final rehabilitation program.

Intervention
We will carry out a multifaceted guideline implementation intervention that consists of two elements: (i) quarterly feedback on quality indicators for CR, provided as part of a web-based QI system and (ii) educational outreach visits using the same system to set up a QI plan together with a local QI team. Table 3 gives an overview of the complete intervention for both study arms.
Table 2 – Elements of the multifaceted guideline implementation intervention for both study arms per cardiac rehabilitation therapy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study arm</th>
<th>Nr</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Quality indicator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>Specialized education for patients with chronic heart failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>2a</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Complete data collection during needs assessment for rehabilitation (concerning psychological and social functioning, and lifestyle factors)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Patients receive a discharge letter to stimulate continuation of lifestyle changes at home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Outcome</td>
<td>Patients quit smoking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Outcome</td>
<td>Patients improved their quality of life during rehabilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>2b</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Complete data collection during needs assessment for rehabilitation (concerning physical functioning and cardiovascular risk factors)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Cardiovascular risk factors are evaluated after rehabilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Outcome</td>
<td>Patients improve their exercise capacity during rehabilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Outcome</td>
<td>Patients meet the physical activity norms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Outcome</td>
<td>Amount of time needed to start resumption of work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A and B</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>Rehab professionals work with a multidisciplinary patient record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A and B</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>Long-term patient outcomes are assessed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A and B</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>Patients participate in patient satisfaction research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A and B</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>Clinics perform internal evaluations and quality improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A and B</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Average time between hospital discharge and start of rehabilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A and B</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Patients are offered a rehabilitation program tailored to their needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A and B</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Patients finish their rehabilitation program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A and B</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Rehabilitation goals are evaluated afterwards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A and B</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Cardiologists receive a report after the rehabilitation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 – Quality indicator set for cardiac rehabilitation per study arm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study arm</th>
<th>CR therapy</th>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Description of the elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Exercise training</td>
<td>CDS</td>
<td>Computerized decision support system at the point of care based on the most recent guidelines for CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relaxation and stress management training</td>
<td>CDS</td>
<td>Quarterly feedback reports on quality indicators for CR for arm A and B (see Table 2), monitoring of own performance over time, comprehensive benchmarking CR clinic's performance to the other participating clinics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Education therapy</td>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>Educational outreach visits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lifestyle change therapy (excluding physical activity)</td>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>On site educational outreach visits after sending the feedback reports, supporting discussion of feedback results within a local QI team, supporting this team to define, implement and monitor a QI plan by means of a web-based QI system (CARDSS Online)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Exercise training and physical activity</td>
<td>CDS</td>
<td>Feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relaxation and stress management training</td>
<td>CDS</td>
<td>Feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Education therapy</td>
<td>CDS</td>
<td>Feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lifestyle change therapy</td>
<td>CDS</td>
<td>Feedback</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Feedback. Each 3 months, all participating clinics will receive feedback on a set of quality indicators for CR [24], based on data that are recorded by the CDS system. Feedback reports will be presented within the web-based QI system called CARDSS Online, which was specifically developed for this study [39]. Within this system, clinics can monitor their performance on the quality indicators listed in Table 2. Figure 3 shows a screenshot from the feedback report page in CARDSS Online. After clicking on an indicator button, a pop-up screen opens with detailed information about data underlying the calculation, national averages for comparison, and benchmark values. Feedback will be attuned to the research arm concerned: clinics allocated in arm A will receive feedback on quality indicators referring to psychosocial domain; clinics allocated in arm B will receive feedback on indicators referring to the physical domain. Both arms will receive feedback on indicators referring to general processes and structures (see Table 2).
To assist the QI teams with selecting the quality indicators requiring improvement, a colored icon next to each indicator score indicates whether the performance is acceptable (green checkmark), borderline (orange checkmark), or poor (red exclamation mark). In addition, results will be compared to statistics from the same clinic during earlier periods to quantify change. When a clinic’s average for a given indicator is poor or differs (both in positive and negative sense) from previous results, this will be discussed during the outreach visits. Icon colors are automatically determined by the CARDSS Online system, using predefined rules (see Appendix I).

ii) Outreach visits. Feedback reports will be received by all participating clinics on a 3-month basis and followed by outreach visits to support interpretation of the report and to draft a QI plan. This approach was chosen to match the conclusion from the Cochrane review that the feedback may be more effective when it includes both an action plan and explicit goals [17]. During development of the QI plan content, additionally, the goal-setting theory, stating that feedback and well-specified goals are indeed a successful combination, was used. The theory emphasises that people tend to be more committed to attaining a certain goal if they are involved in setting it, if (the outcome of) goal attainment is seen as important, and if people believe they are capable of accomplishing it [40]. To this end, each clinic needs to set up a local QI team with the responsibility to define, implement, and monitor a QI plan including concrete QI goals based on self-identified issues in the feedback reports.

- QI team: Setting up a QI team implies the allocation of at least two CR team members for an average of 3 h per month (anyhow, the nurse acting as rehabilitation coordinator and one person from another discipline) and two members for an average of 1 h per month (a cardiologist and a representative from the management) during the study.

Figure 3 – Screenshot CARDSS Online (feedback report).
- QI plan: The QI team can use CARDSS Online to grade indicators that the team aims to improve based on importance (five categories), feasibility (five categories), and expected time needed (three categories). CARDSS Online then ranks the indicators based on assigned ratings, and the team can select indicators for final inclusion in the QI plan. In principle, all quality indicators can be selected for improvement, but teams are encouraged to focus on a small subset of three to four indicators during each 3-month cycle. For each quality indicator included in the QI plan, users can specify the problem, presumed causes, improvement goal, and concrete actions on how to reach that goal. CARDDS Online does not provide tools, other than documentation, for systematic problem analysis or suggestions for improvement actions. For each action, the names of responsible team members and a deadline for achievement has to be entered.

Four to six weeks after the first outreach visit, a telephone call will take place with the chair of the local QI team to discuss and support resolution of possible problems that occur during the implementation of the QI plan. Three months after the first round of feedback, a new feedback report is composed and becomes available in the system. During, but also in between, outreach visits, local QI teams can access CARDSS Online to provide status updates on actions listed in the current QI plan.

During the study period of 1 year, all clinics will receive four feedback reports, four outreach visits, and (at least) one telephone call. All visits will be carried out by the same investigator (MvEV) who has a health sciences background; she has been involved in the development of the CR quality indicator set [24] and has several years of experience with CR guideline implementation [41].

CARDSS online - The system was designed as a web-based application which can be consulted by all participating CR clinics. We designed the system to be primarily employed during educational outreach visits with the clinic’s QI teams. At the server side, CARDSS Online consists of a Microsoft SQL Server database and a Java web application. At the client side, clinics can use any web browser that is capable of rendering HTML and executing JavaScript. Development of the system and the architecture are described in more detail elsewhere [39].

Participants
Inclusion criteria (clinic level) - All CR clinics that use an EPR for CR with CDS during the CR needs assessment procedure and that are willing to dispose their data for research and to set up a QI team are eligible to participate in the study. There are 91 CR clinics in the Netherlands, the majority affiliated with hospitals [42]. Twelve clinics are located in specialized rehabilitation centers [42], who have regional functions and can treat simple but especially more complex referred patients. Both types of clinic work according to the same guidelines and are eligible to participate in the study.

In the Netherlands, there are two commercial vendors of CDS systems for CR that can be
used for data collection. Both systems have been validated for their advice being completely consistent with the guidelines. Also data collection in these systems is in line with the minimal dataset of our study. The minimal dataset is based on the set of 18 quality indicators for CR (see Table 2) and consists of (i) patient identification data (31 items), (ii) CR needs assessment data (80–130 items, see Table 4), (iii) data on selected rehabilitation goals and therapies (79 items), and (iv) CR evaluation data (105 items). Clinics that use one of the CDS systems automatically collect the right data items. The price of both systems depends on contract conditions, but amounts on average to €20,000 for purchase and to €4,000 per year for service, updates, and maintenance.

Table 4 – Items which need to be measured during the needs assessment procedure according to recommendations in the Cardiac Rehabilitation Guidelines [26,38]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Clinical Algorithm Cardiac Rehabilitation 2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Physical functioning</td>
<td>Objective exercise capacity</td>
<td>Maximal symptom limited exercise tolerance test. For patients with heart failure: completed with a spiroergometry (VO2max) test [43].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjective exercise capacity</td>
<td>MacNew Quality-of-Life questionnaire (27 questions) [44,45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Psychological functioning</td>
<td>Emotional function</td>
<td>MacNew Quality-of-Life questionnaire (27 questions) [44,45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anxiety and Depression</td>
<td>Option 1: Generalized Anxiety Disorder scale (GAD-7, 7 questions) [46] in combination with the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9, 9 questions) [47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Option 2: Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI, 21 questions) [48] in combination with the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI, 21 questions) [49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Option 3: Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS, 14 questions) [50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Social functioning</td>
<td>Social function</td>
<td>MacNew Quality-of-Life questionnaire (27 questions) [44,45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social support</td>
<td>Option 1: Multidimensional Perceived Social Support Scale (MPSSS, 12 questions) [51,52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Option 2: ENRICHD Social Support Inventory (ESSI, 7 questions) [53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Life Partner</td>
<td>Clinical interview (3 questions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resumption of work</td>
<td>Clinical interview (10 to 18 questions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Cardiovascular risk profile</td>
<td>Cardiovascular risk profile</td>
<td>Physical examination (obesity, blood pressure), blood testing (cholesterol and diabetes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Lifestyle factors</td>
<td>Smoking status</td>
<td>Clinical interview (1 to 4 questions) and specific treatment advice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical activity</td>
<td>Monitor ‘Physical activity and Health’ (4 questions) [54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dietary habits</td>
<td>Individual screening by dietician (in case of hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, obesity, or diabetes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alcohol consumption</td>
<td>Five Shot questionnaire (5 questions) [55,56]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Inclusion criteria (patient level) - All consecutive CR patients that undergo the needs assessment procedure in one of the participating clinics will be included in the study. Clinics that participate in the study agree to enter all data of these patients in their EPR.

Recruitment
To promote participation and avoid volunteer effects, all CR clinics that use an EPR with CDS will receive a written invitation and, when they agree, will be visited by a member of the CARDSS team. During this introduction, the study protocol is explained to all team members, including the manager and cardiologist. Furthermore, the study is announced at national meetings of professional CR associations and during the 2-yearly national CR conference (visited by more than 350 professionals). After agreement on participation, the responsible administrator of the CR department (often the manager or the executive board of the hospital) must sign a consent form to formalize the organization’s commitment.

Outcome measures
As in most guideline implementation studies, the proposed intervention is targeted at health care providers and is therefore expected to have a direct effect on process outcomes and to have only indirect, long-term effects on patient outcomes. The primary outcome measure will therefore be concordance, at patient level, to national CR guidelines with respect to the needs assessment (concordance of clinical decisions with the guidelines, for four group-based therapies). We will measure whether patients are treated according to the recommendations of the guidelines (i.e., treating patients who should have been treated and not treating patients who should have been untreated).

Secondary outcome measures are changes in performance of participating clinics as measured by 18 quality indicators for CR (see Table 2) and changes in practice variation on these indicators. Table 1 describes how the indicator set was developed [24].

Data collection and validation
During the trial, participating CR clinics will use one of the two available commercial EPR systems with CDS. Each month, participating clinics are requested to extract data from their EPR, and submit it to the CARDSS Online system. After submission, the data are checked for validity and imported to the CARDSS Online database.

To measure data quality and completeness, a data audit will be conducted in each participating clinic at the end of the trial. To do so, we will ask access to an independent, local data source (preferably a digital agenda listing appointments for all therapies offered to CR patients). First, we will use this data source to check if our registration of therapies is correct, i.e., whether these therapies were indeed attended by the patient. To this end, 20 patients randomly selected from our database will be looked up in the independent data source. Second, we will use this source to check if our database is complete, i.e., whether all data of CR patients treated at the clinic also exist in our database (no missing patients). Therefore, 20 patients
randomly selected from the independent source will be looked up in our database.

When no independent data source is available, we will ask the clinic in question to interview ten randomly selected patients over the telephone about the therapies they have followed and to check if their answers match our database. Thereafter, we will ask the clinics if we can interview ten randomly selected patients during a therapy session to see if their data is present in our database and if the therapy programs match.

If two or more of the selected patients from the independent source cannot be found in our database or if discrepancies in therapeutic data exist in more than five records, we will consider all the data of the clinic in question to be unreliable and exclude that clinic from the analyses.

Sample size
To calculate the minimally required number of CR clinics participating in the trial, data from a previous trial (concerning the effect of CDS on guideline concordance) was used [7]. Calculations were based on the normal approximation to the binomial distribution, using a type I error risk (alpha) of 5% and 80% power. Also, we assumed that participating clinics will see 350 CR patients, on average, during the study period of 1 year, and that there will be a design effect of 23.0 due to clustering. This is based on an intra-cluster correlation coefficient (ICC) of 0.063, which is the median ICC for process variables found in 21 studies, reported by Campbell et al. [57].

In the previous study [7], CDS increased concordance with guideline-recommended therapeutic decisions for exercise training from 84.7% to 92.6%. To demonstrate a further increase to 97.6% (+5%) in the current study, at least 19 participating clinics (6,712 patients) are required under the assumptions given. For education, the concordance level previously rose from 63.9% to 87.6%. Demonstrating a further increase to 95.1% (+7.5%) requires 14 participating clinics (5,057 patients). For relaxation therapy, the previous study showed an increase from 34.1% to 59.6%, and showing an additional increase to 74.6% (+15%) requires ten participating clinics (3,517 patients). For lifestyle change therapy, finally, no significant effect of CDS was observed in the previous study (57.4% vs. 54.1%). To prove that the current intervention causes an increase from 57.4% to 72.4% (+15%) will also require that 13 clinics (3,632 patients) participate. Based on these results, we aim to include at least 19 CR clinics in our study.

Randomization and allocation
We will randomly allocate CR clinics (clusters) to one of the both study arms, stratified by the number of patients per month entering the CR program: small (up to 30 patients) versus large (30 patients or more). Allocation is based on randomization with variable block size (two or four), performed with dedicated computer software written in the statistical programming language R (version 2.13.1). To conceal allocation, the software is used to generate a list of unique codes for both strata, where each code corresponds to an allocation (study arm A or B).
Three researchers will be involved in the allocation procedure. When a clinic is willing to participate, the first researcher (MvEV) will determine its stratum and communicate that to a second researcher (NdK) (without naming the clinic involved). The second researcher will look up the next unique code on the list for this stratum and pass that code to a third researcher who can determine the study arm, based on the given code. Using this procedure, both the second and third researchers are fully blinded for the allocation of clinics to the study arms during the procedure. The first researcher is not blinded but can however during this procedure not influence the allocation. Due to the characteristics of the intervention, it will not be possible to blind participants or the investigators providing the intervention.

Statistical analysis
For the primary outcome measures, we will use mixed-effect logistic regression analysis [7,58], including clinic as random effect, to assess the effect of the intervention. Included covariates will be study arm, time since study start, and time x arm interaction. We will focus on the interaction term to assess the difference in change over the study period between the two arms—that is, the effect of the intervention—because we expect concordance to improve gradually.

For the secondary outcome measures, a similar analysis will be conducted, though replacing the logistic function by another link function as appropriate. Changes in practice variation will be assessed by including a random coefficient for ‘time since study start’ in the regression model and comparing the variation in estimated quality scores before and after the study.

Process evaluation
The quantitative trial results will be completed by a qualitative process evaluation to assess experiences with the implementation of our intervention from participating CR clinics. To this end, we will employ a semi-structured qualitative research method known as concept mapping [59]. This method typically consists of the following five steps: In the first step (preparation), the research team decides on an open-ended focus question. In our study, this will likely be a question such as ‘Which circumstances facilitate systematic QI with CARDSS Online in your clinic?’ In the second step (generation), representatives of the QI teams of participating clinics meet in focus group sessions (six to eight persons) and are asked to develop a set of statements that address the focus. We note that the concept-mapping method does not require that consensus is sought during the focus group sessions; the participants may disagree and conflicting statements may come out. In the third step (structuring), all QI team members of participating clinics are asked to structure the statements from the previous step by grouping them into categories that make sense to them and by rating them by importance and feasibility. In our study, this step is conducted over the internet with dedicated software (Concept Systems software version 4.0 [60]). During the fourth step (representation), an analysis algorithm implemented in the same software takes the collected grouping and rating data and generates a visual conceptual map using multidimensional scaling and hierarchical cluster analysis. In the fifth step (interpretation), labels and interpretations for the various parts of the map are developed.
Ethics
The Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the Academic Medical Center (Amsterdam, the Netherlands) waived formal IRB approval. Our study database is registered according to the Dutch Personal Data Protection Art. In January 2012, the study was registered under the acronym ‘CARDSS-II trial’ in the Dutch Trial Register (NTR3251) [61].

DISCUSSION

Study aim and hypothesis
The aim of this cluster randomized trial is to assess the effectiveness of a web-based QI system with indicator-based performance feedback and educational outreach visits to overcome organizational barriers for guideline concordance in multidisciplinary teams in the field of CR in the Netherlands. As the study will be conducted in CR clinics already using an EPR with CDS at the point of care, the intervention is compared to receiving this EPR with CDS alone. We hypothesize that our intervention will enable multidisciplinary CR teams to successfully target organizational barriers to improving guideline concordance. The results of this study are expected in 2015.

Strengths and limitations
A unique feature of our study is that we provide performance feedback within a web-based system that incorporates all important QI concepts. The system supports local QI team teams to follow all steps of the QI process (monitoring indicator-based performance; selecting aspects of care which need improvement and developing a QI plan), resulting in explicit improvement goals with concrete actions and a time schedule. The outreach visits further increase active involvement in the process as the teams are encouraged to regularly meet and to specify goals they see as importantly attainable. To our knowledge, this is the first study to rigorously evaluate the effect of such an intervention in multidisciplinary teams. Second, we developed our multifaceted intervention based on an extensive analysis of barrier (see Box 1). During this analysis, persisting organizational barriers in the field of CR were revealed after the introduction of an EPR with CDS. We tailored and pilot-tested our intervention to specifically address these barriers during educational outreach visits with the multidisciplinary CR teams. During the visits, we specifically involved their managers in the discussion on the performance feedback and the implementation of QI actions. Third, we optimized agreement of CR professionals with the indicator set. This set was developed based on national guidelines and evidence from international literature and in close collaboration with representatives from all disciplines involved in CR [24] in the Netherlands. Fourth, as participating clinics are already working with the EPR with CDS functionality, they do not need to change their workflow for data collection and participation in the study. Finally, by using a balanced block-design with both study arms receiving part of the intervention, we minimize the risk that clinics lose their motivation to participate. We expect that this, in combination with the minimal workflow disruption, will
maximize CR clinics’ willingness to participate and to minimize loss to follow-up.

Our study design also has some limitations. First, only CR clinics that use an EPR with CDS that facilitates registration of our minimal dataset are eligible to participate. Second, these clinics should be willing to dispose their data for research and to allocate resources to set up a QI team (volunteer bias). These two criteria may lead to the selection of a non-representative sample of CR clinics because eligible clinics are less likely to be understaffed and more likely to have information technology support to facilitate routine collection of CR data. The generalizability of our results will thus be limited to CR clinics that are motivated and equipped to systematically monitor and improve the quality of care they deliver. The essence of our intervention is that QI teams are free to formulate any improvement action, including those not specifically targeted at improving concordance to a specific guideline recommendation. Although this maximizes the involvement of the team in the improvement process and the commitment to goal attainment, it weakens the link between our intervention and primary outcome measure. By measuring changes in performance on the entire set of quality indicators as a secondary outcome, we aim to assess the direct relation between our intervention and performance changes. However, as is common in guideline implementation studies, these performance changes will only have indirect, long-term effects on patient outcomes. Fourth, the block randomization might cause underestimation of the effect size as clinics might start to improve both CR domains and not just the domain covered in their study arm because the intervention has raised their awareness for QI. Finally, the feedback on quality indicators will not automatically be corrected for differences in patient mix. However, during the trial, participating clinics can always request additional analyses on their data like, e.g., correction for patient mix to interpret their quality indicator results.

Potential implications for practice and future research
Our study has both potential implications for practice and future research. First, it provides a better understanding of factors facilitating implementation of guidelines in multidisciplinary care teams. The results of our study may inform similar initiatives in other medical domains on how to use indicator-based performance feedback and outreach visits for improving the quality of care.

Second, it may influence the practice of CR and secondary prevention of cardiovascular disease in the Netherlands. The Dutch Health Care Inspectorate has recently demanded CR clinics to improve the quality of their programs based on the results of a quality assessment under all CR clinics in the Netherlands [42]. When our intervention appears to be successful, the Netherlands Society of Cardiology (NVVC) may decide to promote a national implementation of our intervention to meet the Inspectorate’s demand. In addition the process evaluation may result in valuable pointers to take into account when continuing the intervention. As such, the results of the study are relevant for all health care professionals and their organizations involved in cardiac aftercare in the Netherlands.
Finally, the results will guide future research that aims to identify success factors of feedback interventions. Our web-based QI system incorporates indicator-based performance feedback with involvement of multidisciplinary QI teams in developing and monitoring a local QI plan with explicit goals and is supported by educational outreach visits. Quantifying the effect of our intervention together with the qualitative data from the process evaluation will contribute to knowledge on potential barriers to using indicator-based feedback for improving the quality of care and how they can be overcome effectively.
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APPENDIX I

Rules to set icon colors in CARDSS Online

- Structure (yes or no) indicators: The value ‘yes’ is considered acceptable (green), the value ‘no’ borderline (orange) if less than 50% of all clinics has yes, and poor (red) if more than 50% has yes.

- Frequency indicators (percentages): The interpretation is depending upon the mean value of all clinics. If this mean value is less than 66%, a value above 66% is considered acceptable (green); a value between 33% and 66% or a value up to 10% less than the value of all clinics is considered borderline (orange); and all other values are considered poor (red). If the mean value of all clinics is above 66%, a value up to 10% less than the value of all clinics is considered acceptable (green); a value above 33% is considered borderline (orange); and all other values are considered poor (red).

- Numeric non-frequency indicators (e.g., average increase in exercise capacity before and after the rehabilitation): Thresholds were determined by consulting the prevailing guidelines where possible, and otherwise based on observed distributions in previous studies or determined by consulting clinical experts. Also they depend on the mean value of all clinics. For instance, an average increase in exercise capacity above 10% is considered acceptable (green) if the mean value of all clinics is not above 20%; between 0% and 10% as borderline (orange) if the mean value of all clinics is not above 20%; and all other values, e.g., a decrease in exercise capacity, are considered poor (red).
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